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Abstract
Based on a linear $nite element space, a symmetric $nite volume scheme for a self-adjoint elliptic boundary-
value problem is proposed. Error estimates in L2-norm, H 1-norm, and L∞-norm are derived. Some post-
processing techniques are also provided. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The following mathematical model, arising in a wide variety of areas of mechanics and engineer-
ing, is selfadjoint:
−∇(A∇u) + u= f in 	;
u= 0 on @	; (1.1)
where 	 ⊂ R2 is a convex bounded polygonal domain with boundary 9	; f∈L2(	) is a given
real-value function, A = (aij)2×2 is a given symmetric, positive de$nite real-value matrix with
aij ∈W 1;∞(	)(16 i; j6 2), and (x)∈L∞(	) satisfying (x)¿ 0; ∀x∈	.
Finite volume methods, viewed as a bridge between $nite element methods and $nite di;erence
methods, have been extensively used in practice and studied in theory. The construction of a $nite
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volume scheme is similar to that of some $nite di;erence schemes and the convergence of the $nite
volume scheme can be analyzed in the framework of a $nite element scheme. However, in gen-
eral, standard $nite volume schemes for (1.1) produce linear algebraic problems with nonsymmetric
matrices (see e.g., [2–5,7,9,10,12,14]). In addition, there is also a purely mathematical reason for
avoiding nonsymmetry: many eIcient methods for solving large linear algebraic equations, e.g., the
conjugate gradient method, rely on the symmetry of the matrix (cf. [8]). Hence to obtain a symmetric
discrete scheme for (1.1) is signi$cant.
In this paper we present and analyze a new $nite volume scheme, which is symmetric and can
be viewed as a generalized di;erence scheme that reduces to a standard di;erence scheme in some
special cases. Meanwhile, our scheme possesses almost all the convergence properties of the $nite
element scheme and the error analysis is simpler and more direct than that of other $nite volume
schemes in literature.
This paper is organized as follows: in the next section, the symmetric $nite volume scheme for
solving (1.1) is proposed, and some relations between $nite volume methods and $nite di;erence
methods are discussed. In Sections 3 and 4, error estimates in the L2-norm, H 1-norm and L∞-norm
are given, and some post-processing techniques are presented. Some numerical results are reported
in Section 5. Finally, some remarks are provided.
2. Finite volume scheme
We will adopt the notation in [1,6], for example, ‖ · ‖s;p represents the norm of Sobolev space
Ws;p(	); ‖ · ‖s denotes ‖ · ‖s;2; (·; ·) is the standard L2-inner product. The natural variational formu-
lation for (1.1) reads: Find u∈H 10 (	) such that
a(u; v) = (f; v); (2.2)
where
a(u; v) =
∫
	
(∇u)TA∇v+
∫
	
uv:
Let Th = {e} denote a regular and quasiuniform triangulation of 	. For e∈Th, let he denote the
diameter of the circumscribing circle for e and set h = maxe∈Th he. Let @2Th = {p} be the set of
vertices of the triangulation Th. We then construct a dual mesh Bh based upon Th, called the box
mesh, as follows: for each e∈Th, select a distinguished point q∈ Ke, then connect q by straight-line
segments to the edge midpoints of e. These segments decompose each e into three subregions. With
each p∈ @2Th, we associate the box bp ∈Bh, which consists of the union of the subregions which
have p as a corner and make up the dual mesh. The elements in the dual mesh are called boxes
or control volumes. One of the important dual meshes is the so-called barycenter dual mesh, in
which, q is chosen as the barycenter, the intersection of medians, of each e (see Fig. 1). Another
important dual mesh is called circumcenter dual mesh in which q is chosen as the circumcenter, the
intersection of perpendiculars, of each e.
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Fig. 1. Box construction.
Associated with Th and Bh, we de$ne a linear $nite element space and two constant $nite element
spaces, respectively, by
Sh0 = {v∈H 10 (	): v|e is linear for all e∈Th};
V h = {v∈L∞(	): v|e = constant; ∀e∈Th}
and
VB = {v∈L∞(	): v|bp = constant; ∀bp ∈Bh}:
We then introduce Ih :C( K	)→ VB; P0h :C( K	)→ Vh, respectively, by
Ihv= v(p) on bp ∈Bh; ∀p∈ @2Th;
P0hv(x) = v(qe); ∀x∈ e; ∀e∈Th;
where qe is the barycenter of e.
By taking the integral of (1.1) over any box b and using the Gauss Divergence Theorem on the
left-hand side, we arrive at the following surface integral form:
−
∫
9b
(∇u)TA +
∫
b
u=
∫
b
f; ∀b∈Bh; (2.3)
where, for simplicity, b denotes bp, and  is the unit outward normal vector to 9b.
By approximating (2.3), we get the standard $nite volume scheme (see, e.g., [2,14]):
Find uh ∈ Sh0 such that
−
∫
9b
(∇uh)TA +
∫
b
Ihuh =
∫
b
f; ∀b∈Bh;
namely,
a˜h(uh; v) = (f; Ihv); ∀v∈ Sh0 ;
where a˜h(w; v) =−
∑
b∈Bh
∫
9b(∇w)TA Ihv+
∫
	 IhwIhv.
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Fig. 2. Triangulation.
One sees that a˜h(·; ·) is not symmetric even if A is symmetric (see, e.g., [12]). Therefore, such a
scheme should not be recommended in practice. Here, we construct a symmetric scheme as follows:
Find uh ∈ Sh0 such that
−
∫
9b
(∇uh)TAh +
∫
b
Ihuh =
∫
b
f; ∀b∈Bh (2.4)
equivalently,
ah(uh; v) = (f; Ihv); ∀v∈ Sh0 ; (2.5)
where Ah = (P0haij)2×2 and ah(w; v) =−
∑
b∈Bh
∫
9b(∇w)TAh Ihv+
∫
	 IhwIhv.
By the following Lemma (cf. [5,12])
Lemma 2.1. If A= (aij)2×2 satises aij ∈Vh (16 i; j6 2); then
−
∑
b∈Bh
∫
9b
(∇w)TA Ihv=
∫
	
(∇w)TA∇v; ∀w; v∈ Sh0 :
we have
Proposition 2.1. There holds
−
∑
b∈Bh
∫
9b
(∇w)TAh Ihv=
∫
	
(∇w)TAh∇v; ∀w; v∈ Sh0 :
From Proposition 2.1, one sees that scheme (2.4) is symmetric when A is symmetric.
We declare that scheme (2.4) is indeed a generalized di;erence scheme on irregular grids (cf.
[15]). Consider a box b around P0(x0; y0), which has m neighbor vertices Pi(xi; yi); (16 i6m),
anticlockwise, Pm+1 = P1, see Fig. 2 left. Set i = P0PiPi+1(i = 1; 2; : : : ; m). When  = 0, for
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instance, one sees that (2.4) becomes
−
m∑
i
((
ah; i11
9uh
9x
∣∣∣∣
i
+ ah; i12
9uh
9y
∣∣∣∣
i
)
yi+1 − yi
2
)
+
m∑
i
((
ah; i21
9uh
9x
∣∣∣∣
i
+ ah; i22
9uh
9y
∣∣∣∣
i
)
xi+1 − xi
2
)
=f(P0)|b|; (2.6)
where ah; ikl =P
0
hakl (16 k; l6 2); |D| denotes the Lebesgue measure of D ⊂ 	. Since uh is piecewise
linear, 9uh=9x and 9uh=9y are some di;erences. If Th consists of Courant elements and its dual mesh
is as shown in Fig. 2 right, then in case of a12 = a21 = 0, (2.6) can be written as
−
(
a1h;1 + a
1
h;2
2
)(
ui+1; j − ui; j
h
)
−
(
a1h;4 + a
1
h;5
2
)(
ui; j − ui−1; j
h
)
h
−
(
a2h;3 + a
2
h;4
2
)(
ui; j+1 − ui; j
h
)
−
(
a2h;1 + a
2
h;6
2
)(
ui; j − ui; j−1
h
)
h
=fi;j; (2.7)
where a1=a11; a2=a22; akh; l=P
0
ha
k , and for function w; wi; j=w(xi; yj). If we replace (a1h;1+a
1
h;2)=2
with a1i+1=2; j, etc., then we have the standard $nite di;erence scheme:
−
a1i+1=2; j
(
ui+1; j − ui; j
h
)
− a1i−1=2; j
(
ui; j − ui−1; j
h
)
h
−
a2i; j+1=2
(
ui; j+1 − ui; j
h
)
− a2i; j−1=2
(
ui; j − ui; j−1
h
)
h
= fi;j: (2.8)
Note that the coeIcients in (2.8) are approximations to those in (2.7), respectively.
Another $nite di;erence scheme can be derived from (2.4), say, when A(x) = '(x)I . Let Bh be a
circumcenter dual mesh and denote the segments across P0Pi as 9bi, and 9b0i = 9bi ∩i ; 9b1i = 9bi ∩
i−1, then (2.4) is equal to
−
m∑
i
'i
(
u(Pi)− u(P0)
|P0Pi| |9b
0
i |+
u(Pi+1)− u(P0)
|P0Pi+1| |9b
1
i+1|
)
+ (u)(P0)|b|= f(P0)|b|;
which can be obviously viewed as a $nite di;erence scheme.
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3. Error analysis
To analyze scheme (2.4) and (2.5), we need the following results, which can be proved by a
standard argument (cf. [2,3]).
Proposition 3.1. For Qh = Ih or P0h; there hold
‖v− Qhv‖0; s6 ch|v|1; s; 2¡s6∞; v∈W 1; s(	)
and
‖v− Qhv‖0; s6 ch|v|1; s; 16 s6∞; v∈ Sh0 :
Proposition 3.2. For any w; v∈ Sh0 ; there holds
|(Ihw; Ihv)− (w; v)|6 ch‖w‖1; s‖v‖1; t : (3.9)
If Bh is a barycenter dual mesh and ∈W 1;∞(	); then
|(Ihw; Ihv)− (w; v)|6 ch2‖w‖1; s‖v‖1; t ; (3.10)
where 16 s; t6∞ and (1=s) + (1=t) = 1.
Proof. It is only necessary to prove (3.10). In fact; when Bh is a barycenter dual mesh; the following
identity holds:
(,; Ihv− v) = 0; ∀,∈Vh; v∈ Sh0 :
Recall Proposition 3.1; we obtain
|(Ihw; Ihv)− (w; v)| = |(Ihw − w; Ihv) + (w; Ihv− v)|
6 |(Ihw − w; (− P0h)Ihv)|+ |(Ihw − w; P0h(Ihv− P0hv))|
+ |((− P0h)w; Ihv− v)|+ |(P0h(w − P0hw); Ihv− v)|
6 ch2‖w‖1; s‖v‖1; t
and complete the proof.
Similarly, we have
Proposition 3.3. If u and f satisfy (1.1); then for any v∈ Sh0 ; there holds
|(f; v− Ihv)|6 ch‖u‖2; s‖v‖1; t :
Furthermore; if Bh is a barycenter dual mesh and ∈W 1;∞(	); then
|(f; v− Ihv)|6 ch2‖u‖3; s‖v‖1; t ;
where 16 s; t6∞ and (1=s) + (1=t) = 1.
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From Proposition 2.1, ah(·; ·) can be rewritten as
ah(w; v) =
∫
	
(∇w)TAh∇v+
∫
	
IhwIhv; ∀w; v∈ Sh0 ; (3.11)
which satis$es:
|ah(w; v)|6 c‖w‖1‖v‖1; ∀w; v∈ Sh0 ;
c−1‖v‖216 ah(v; v); ∀v∈ Sh0 :
Let Rh :H 10 (	)→ Sh0 be the standard Ritz–Galerkin operator, namely, for u∈H 10 (	),
a(Rhu− u; v) = 0; ∀v∈ Sh0 ; (3.12)
then Rhu and uh have the following relationship:
Proposition 3.4. For any v∈ Sh0 ; there hold
|a(Rhu− uh; v)|6
{
ch‖u‖2‖v‖1 if u∈H 10 (	) ∩ H 2(	);
ch(‖u‖2;∞ + ‖uh‖1;∞)‖v‖1;1 if u∈H 10 (	) ∩W 2;∞(	):
(3.13)
Furthermore; if Bh is a barycenter dual mesh; aij ∈W 2;∞(	)(16 i; j6 2); and ∈W 1;∞(	); then
|a(Rhu− uh; v)|6
{
ch2‖u‖3‖v‖1 if u∈H 10 (	) ∩ H 3(	);
ch2(‖u‖3;∞ + ‖uh‖1;∞)‖v‖1;1 if u∈H 10 (	) ∩W 3;∞(	):
(3.14)
Proof. From (2.2); (2.5) and (3.12); we have
a(Rhu− uh; v) = (f; v− Ihv) +
∫
	
(∇uh)T(Ah − A)∇v+ ((Ihuh; Ihv)− (uh; v))
≡ I1 + I2 + I3:
Proposition 3.3 yields
|I1|6
{
ch‖u‖2‖v‖1;
ch‖u‖2;∞‖v‖1;1:
(3.15)
From (2.5) and (3.11); we obtain ‖uh‖16 c‖u‖1; which together with Proposition 3.2; leads to
|I3|6
{
ch‖uh‖1‖v‖16 ch‖u‖1‖v‖1;
ch‖uh‖1;∞‖v‖1;1:
(3.16)
Note that the following inequality∣∣∣∣
∫
e
(ai; j − P0hai; j)
∣∣∣∣6 ch2‖ai; j‖2;1; e; ∀e∈Th; 16 i; j6 2
produces
|I2|6
{
ch2‖uh‖1‖v‖16 ch2‖u‖1‖v‖1;
ch2‖uh‖1;∞‖v‖1;1:
(3.17)
Hence, from (3.15) to (3.17), we obtain (3.13). Similarly we get (3.14).
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Let u and uh be the solutions of (2.2) and (2.5), respectively. And, we are going to analyze the
approximate error of uh to u.
Theorem 3.1. If u∈H 10 (	) ∩ H 2(	); then
‖u− uh‖16 ch‖u‖2: (3.18)
Furthermore; if Bh is a barycenter dual mesh; aij ∈W 2;∞(	)(16 i; j6 2); ∈W 1;∞(	); and
u∈H 10 (	) ∩ H 3(	); then
‖Rhu− uh‖16 ch2‖u‖3; (3.19)
‖u− uh‖06 ch2‖u‖3: (3.20)
Proof. Setting v= Rhu− uh in Proposition 3.4; we get (3.19) and
‖Rhu− uh‖16 ch‖u‖2: (3.21)
Note that for the $nite element approximation; there hold (see; e.g.; [6])
‖u− Rhu‖16 ch‖u‖2; ‖u− Rhu‖06 ch2‖u‖2;
then we obtain (3.18) and (3.20) from (3.21); (3.19) and the triangle inequality. This completes the
proof.
Theorem 3.2. If u∈H 10 (	) ∩W 2;∞(	); then
‖u− uh‖1;∞6 ch| log h| ‖u‖2;∞: (3.22)
Furthermore; if Bh be a barycenter dual mesh; aij ∈W 2;∞(	)(16 i; j6 2); ∈W 1;∞(	); and
u∈H 10 (	) ∩ H 3(	) ∩W 2;∞(	); then
‖u− uh‖0;∞6 ch2| log h|1=2(‖u‖3 + | log h|1=2‖u‖2;∞); (3.23)
‖u− uh‖1;∞6 ch(‖u‖3 + ‖u‖2;∞) (3.24)
and for u∈H 10 (	) ∩W 3;∞(	); there holds
‖Rhu− uh‖1;∞6 ch2| log h| ‖u‖3;∞: (3.25)
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.1. It is known that (cf. [17])
‖u− Rhu‖1;∞6 ch‖u‖2;∞ (3.26)
and
‖u− Rhu‖0;∞6 ch2| log h| ‖u‖2;∞; (3.27)
therefore; the remains are to estimate Rhu− uh in W 1;∞(	) and L∞(	).
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Let ghz; j ∈ Sh0 ; (j = 1; 2) be the discrete derivative Green’s function with respect to singular point
z, namely,
a(ghz; j; v) =
9v
9xj
(z); ∀v∈ Sh0 ;
then(see, e.g., [17])
‖ghz; j‖1;16 | log h|; ‖ghz; j‖16 ch−1:
Setting v= ghz; j in (3.13) and (3.14), we obtain
‖Rhu− uh‖1;∞6 ch| log h| ‖u‖2;∞ (3.28)
and if Bh is a barycenter dual mesh, aij ∈W 2;∞(	)(16 i; j ≤ 2), and ∈W 1;∞(	), then
‖Rhu− uh‖1;∞6
{
ch‖u‖3; u∈H 10 (	) ∩ H 3(	);
ch2| log h| ‖u‖3;∞; u∈H 10 (	) ∩W 3;∞(	);
(3.29)
where we have used the fact ‖uh‖1;∞6 c‖u‖2;∞, which can be derived from (3.26) and the following
estimate
‖Rhu− uh‖1;∞6 ch−1‖uh − Rhu‖16 c‖u‖2:
By using the inverse inequality and (3.19), we have
‖Rhu− uh‖0;∞6 c| log h|1=2‖Rhu− uh‖16 ch2| log h|1=2‖u‖3: (3.30)
Hence, we complete the proof from (3.26) to (3.30).
4. Post-processing
Similar to the $nite element method (see, e.g., [11,16,18–20]), we can employ some post-processing
techniques to improve the approximation accuracy of the $nite volume solution and to construct
asymptotically exact a posteriori estimators for the gradient error. Here, we assume that Bh is a
barycenter dual mesh, aij ∈W 2;∞(	) (16 i; j6 2), and (x)∈W 1;∞(	).
4.1. On irregular meshes
Assume that there exist two triangulation TH and Th satisfying Hh. Let QiH :L2(	)→ SH; i0 (i=
1; 2) be the L2 projection operators de$ned by:∫
	
(QiHw − w)v= 0; ∀v∈ SH; i0 ;
where SH; i0 = {v∈H 10 (	): v|e ∈Pi; ∀e∈TH}, and Pi = span{xj1xk2: 06 j + k6 i}. It is well known
that
H‖QiHw − w‖1; s + ‖QiHw − w‖0; s6 cH i+1‖w‖i+1; s; 26 s6∞: (4.31)
Similar to [11], we have
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Theorem 4.1. If u∈H 10 (	) ∩W 3; s(	) (s= 2; ∞); then
‖∇u−∇Q2Huh‖0; s6 c(H 2 + H−1h2| log h|1−2=s)‖u‖3; s (4.32)
and
‖∇u− Q1H∇uh‖0; s6 c(H 2 + H−1h2| log h|1−2=s)‖u‖3; s: (4.33)
Proof. From the inverse estimate and the following identity:
∇u−∇Q2Huh =∇u−∇Q2Hu+∇Q2H (u− uh);
we obtain (4.32) immediately. Now we give the proof for (4.33) when s= 2.
Let @i = @=@xi (i = 1; 2), we have
‖Q1H@iu− Q1H@iuh‖ = sup
,∈L2(	)
‖,‖=1
(Q1H@iu− Q1H@iuh; ,)
= sup
,∈L2(	)
‖,‖=1
(@iu− @iuh; Q1H,) = sup
,∈L2(	)
‖,‖=1
(u− uh; @iQ1H,)
6 c‖u− uh‖0 sup
,∈L2(	)
‖,‖=1
‖Q1H,‖16 cH−1‖u− uh‖0 sup
,∈L2(	)
‖,‖=1
‖Q1H,‖0
6 ch2H−1‖u‖3; (4.34)
where we have used (3.20). Note that (4.31) implies
‖@iu− Q1H@iu‖6 cH 2‖u‖3: (4.35)
Combining (4.34), (4.35) and the triangle inequality
‖@iu− Q1H@iuh‖6 ‖@iu− Q1H@iu‖+ ‖Q1H@iu− Q1H@iuh‖;
we obtain (4.33) when s=2. A standard argument produces (4.33) when s=∞. This completes the
proof.
From Theorem 4.1, when H =O(h2=3), one has
‖∇u−∇Q2Huh‖0; s6 ch4=3| log h|1−2=s; ‖∇u− Q1H∇uh‖0; s6 ch4=3| log h|1−2=s;
which are of superconvergence. Therefore, ‖∇Q2Huh −∇uh‖0; s and ‖Q1H∇uh −∇uh‖0; s can be used
as a posteriori error estimates of ‖∇u−∇uh‖0; s.
4.2. On uniform meshes
If Th is regular enough, say, Th is uniform, we can also improve the approximation accuracy by
some post-processing even H = h or H = 2h.
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Theorem 4.2. Assume that Th is uniform. If u∈H 10 (	) ∩W 3; s(	) (s= 2;∞); then
‖∇u− Q1h∇uh‖0; s6 ch2| log h|1−2=s: (4.36)
Proof. From (3.19) and (3.25); we have
‖Rhu− uh‖1; s6 ch2| log h|1−2=s‖u‖3; s;
which together with the triangle inequality and (cf. [15])
‖∇u− Q1h∇Rhu‖0; s6 ch2| log h|1−2=s‖u‖3; s
produces (4.36). This $nishes the proof.
Now, we give another kind of post-processing approach. Assume Th is obtained by re$ning T 2h
as follows: for each element e∈T 2h, connect the edge midpoints of e and obtain 4 subelements.
De$ne /h and ih to be the interpolation operators as follows
/hw|e ∈P2 ∀e∈T 2h and /hw = w on @2Th;
ihw|e ∈P1 ∀e∈Th and ihw = w on @2Th:
One sees that /h satis$es
/hihv=/hv; ∀v∈C( K	);
‖u−/hu‖1; s6 ch2‖u‖3; s; 16 s6∞;
‖/hv‖1; s6 c‖v‖1; s; ∀v∈ Sh0 ; 16 s6∞: (4.37)
Theorem 4.3. Assume that Th is uniform and satises the assumption described above. If
u∈H 10 (	) ∩W 3; s(	) (s= 2;∞); then
‖u−/huh‖1; s6 ch2| log h|1−2=s: (4.38)
Proof. It is known that Th is a uniform mesh implies (cf. [13;16])
a(Rhu− ihu; v)6 ch2‖u‖3; s‖v‖1; t ; ∀v∈ Sh0 (	); 16 s; t6∞;
1
s
+
1
t
= 1;
which means that
‖Rhu− ihu‖16 ch2‖u‖3; ‖Rhu− ihu‖1;∞6 ch2| log h| ‖u‖3;∞:
From (4.37) and the following identity:
u−/hRhu= u−/hihu+/h(ihu− Rhu);
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we have (cf. [17])
‖u−/hRhu‖16 ch2‖u‖3; ‖u−/hRhu‖1;∞6 ch2| log h| ‖u‖3;∞: (4.39)
Note that (3.19); (3.25) and (4.37) yield
‖/hRhu−/huh‖16 ch2‖u‖3;
‖/hRhu−/huh‖1;∞6 ch2| log h| ‖u‖3;∞: (4.40)
Combining (4.39) and (4.40), we obtain (4.38).
The following theorem states that similar results can be expected even if the exact solution is not
so smooth.
Theorem 4.4. Assume that Th is uniform. If u∈H 10 (	) ∩W 2; s(	) (s= 2;∞); then
‖∇u− Q1h∇uh‖0; s + ‖u−/huh‖1; s = o(h| log h|1−2=s): (4.41)
Proof. Let
fh(u) =
‖u−/huh‖1; s
h| log h|1−2=s or fh(u) =
‖∇u− Q1h∇uh‖0; s
h| log h|1−2=s ;
then fh is a seminorm in H 10 (	) ∩W 2; s(	) and fh(u)6 c‖u‖2; s;∀u∈H 10 (	) ∩W 2; s(	). Note that
Theorem 4.3 implies
fh(u)→ 0; ∀u∈H 10 (	) ∩W 3; s(	)
and H 10 (	) ∩ W 3; s(	) is dense in H 10 (	) ∩ W 2; s(	); we obtain (4.41) by a functional analysis
argument.
Obviously, ‖∇(/huh − uh)‖0; s and ‖Q1h∇uh − ∇uh‖0; s (s = 2;∞) can be viewed as a posteriori
error estimates of ‖∇u−∇uh‖0; s, too.
5. Numerical experiments
In this section, we apply our new $nite volume scheme to solve two examples of model (1.1) on
	 = (0; 1) × (0; 1). We consider a uniform triangulation Th = {e} and its corresponding barycenter
dual mesh Bh = {b}, see Fig. 3. In our implementation, the conjugate gradient method is employed
to solve the associated algebraic equations.
Let uh be the standard $nite element solution and uh be the $nite volume solution obtained by
our scheme.
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Fig. 3. Barycenter Dual mesh.
Table 1
Example 1
h ‖uh − uh‖0 ‖u
2h−u2h‖0
‖uh−uh‖0 ‖u
h − uh‖1 ‖u
2h−u2h‖1
‖uh−uh‖1
2−5 8.517E-005 3.97 4.040E-004 3.98
2−6 2.132E-005 3.99 1.011E-004 4.00
2−7 5.328E-006 4.00 2.526E-005 4.00
2−8 1.327E-006 4.01 6.293E-006 4.01
2−9 3.266E-007 4.06 1.560E-006 4.03
Example 1. Consider a11 = exy(1 + sin(xy)); a12 = a21 = xy; a22 = 1 + sin(x + y); = x2 + y2; and
the exact solution u= sin(x(1− x)) sin(y(1− y)) in model (1.1).
The results presented in Table 1 are consistent with our analysis. The errors between uh and u; uh
and u are shown in Fig. 4.
Example 2. Consider
a11 =
{
(x + 1)y if x¡ 0:5;
(x − 2)2y else; a22 =
{
(y + 1:5)2x if y¡ 0:5;
(y − 2:5)2x else;
a12 = a21 = x2y; =exy; and the exact solution u=sin(x) sin(0y)(log(x+1)− log 2) in model (1.1).
The results presented in Table 2 are consistent with our analysis, too. The errors between uh and
u; uh and u are shown in Fig. 5.
As shown in Figs. 4 and 5, one sees that the $nite volume solution uh is a better approximation than
the $nite element solution uh. It is interesting that this phenomenon happens in all other numerical
experiments that we have done.
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Fig. 4. Errors I(h= 2−6).
Table 2
Example 2
h ‖uh − uh‖0 ‖u
2h − u2h‖0
‖uh − uh‖0 ‖u
h − uh‖1 ‖u
2h − u2h‖1
‖uh − uh‖1
2−5 8.633E-005 3.97 4.096E-004 3.98
2−6 2.162E-005 3.99 1.025E-004 4.00
2−7 5.407E-006 4.00 2.563E-005 4.00
2−8 1.352E-006 4.00 6.414E-006 4.00
2−9 3.379E-007 4.00 1.613E-006 3.98
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Fig. 5. Errors I(h= 2−5).
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6. Remarks
In this paper, we have proposed and analyzed the symmetric $nite volume scheme which is
derived from approximating A by some Ah. This scheme not only possesses the simplicity of the
$nite di;erence scheme, but also has similar convergence properties as the $nite element scheme.
We should point out here that there are several ways to construct Ah = (P0haij)2×2. For example, P
0
h
can be replaced by
P0hv|e =
1
|e|
∫
e
v; ∀v∈L2(e); ∀e∈Th:
From the implementation point of view, it is more convenient to replace ah(·; ·) by
ah(w; v) =
∫
	
(∇w)TAh∇v+ Ih(w)Ihv
and the right hand of scheme (2.5) by (Ihf; Ihv) (if f∈C(	)), respectively. Such modi$cations can
still keep the approximation accuracy when ∈W 2;∞(	).
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